Bulab® 8210

Stop deposits, not your equipment.
Clean closed loop systems while they operate with Bulab 8210.
Iron oxides and calcium hardness have no business in your closed system. Now you can shut them down
without shutting down your operation. Buckman’s Bulab 8210 online cleaning system purges your closed
loop of deposits and leaves a passive surface for a clean, free-flowing system, without the usual downtime
and without corroding your equipment and piping.

Bulab® 8210
Keep deposits out of the loop

Protect your bottom line

The formation of iron oxide and calcium hardness
deposits reduces heat exchanger efficiency, lowers
flow rates, and increases pump head pressures. It can
also promote under-deposit corrosion and reduce the
effectiveness of corrosion inhibitors. Bulab 8210 is an
online cleaning system that:
• Sequesters, dissolves, and removes iron oxide
deposits—up to 10,000 ppm!
• Removes calcium carbonate scale deposit
• Inhibits corrosion
• Passivates surfaces

Less downtime means better profitability. But that’s
just the beginning. Because Bulab 8210 is gentle on
your systems, you can extend the life of expensive
parts. In addition, Bulab 8210 leaves a passive surface,
so there are no added costs for passivation. Its neutral
pH makes it safer for people to handle and has a low
environmental impact, too.

All while your system remains fully operational.

Learn more
Ready to keep deposits and corrosion out of your
closed loop system? For more information about
the Bulab 8210 online cleaning system, contact your
Buckman representative, or visit buckman.com.

Protect your productivity
Bulab 8210 is good for both hot and cold loop
systems. And because it does its best work as
your system works, you don’t have to schedule costly
downtime or endure unscheduled shutdowns for
cleaning. That saves time and maximizes productivity.

See the difference Bulab 8210 makes

Protect your equipment
Unlike acids, which can damage your equipment
and piping, pH-neutral Bulab 8210 is gentle on the
metal parts of your system, including aluminum, brass,
bronze, carbon steel, cast iron, copper, and stainless.
It won’t attack nonmetallic components, either.
Bulab 8210 is compatible with hypalon, neoprene,
viton, plastics, and rubber.

Before adding Bulab 8210

After adding Bulab 8210

This is not an offer for sale. The product shown in this literature may not be available for sale and/or available in all geographies where Buckman is represented. The claims made may not have been approved for use in all countries. Buckman assumes
no obligation or liability for the information. Please contact your Buckman sales representative for more information.
Seller warrants that this product conforms to its chemical description and is reasonably fit for the purpose referred to in the directions for use when used in accordance with the directions under normal conditions. Buyer assumes the risk of any use
contrary to such directions. Seller makes no other warranty or representation of any kind, express or implied, concerning the product, including NO IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS OF THE GOODS FOR ANY OTHER PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. No such warranties shall be implied by law and no agent of seller is authorized to alter this warranty in any way except in writing with a specific reference to this warranty.
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